
WoolProducers/Sheepmeats, 
Over the last 15 years producers in the southern tablelands have carried the major load of OJD 
control in Australia from both a disease control perspective as well as a regulatory impact. 
Latterly WA and Victoria have also experienced issues with disease control occurring due to a spike 
of disease even after a very strong regulatory program to limit spread of disease.  This occurred for 
the first 5 years of this century. 
 
It is plain from all the regulatory programs of last and this century that disease control will not occur 
from trade restriction that are based on large tract of land classified as zones.  This occurs from two 
angles – one being that producers expect ‘someone else’ to look after the disease and a lack of will 
by authorities to be involved after the disaster of 10 years ago. 
 
The talk that gets thrown around with gay abandon is that vaccine is not perfect, and granted that is 
the case, but it is now and will be the ONLY means of controlling the disease in the present.  It is 
disappointing that the message of negativity re vaccine is the one trumpeted the loudest for several 
years, except for this last press release that actually gave vaccine a positive spin – well done – at last! 
 
The issue with the vaccine is that it has become the main negative focus – ie we are all concerned 
about the dripping tap – vaccinated sheep shedding – but not one mention of sheep moved from 
any area – MA, Med Pre or LP – out into the low prevalence – gaining there status and then sold 
on.  To make it worse – these sheep are usually not vaccinated because of all the negative publicity 
of vaccinated sheep.  This is the 2” pipe coming in the back door that no-one will raise let alone 
address.  Unless a real assessment and risk is given to this then the continued denigration of 
vaccinated sheep will continue – more producers will stop vaccinating and the effect on the whole 
sheep population – of which the vast majority are depastured in the previously ‘proposed’ control 
zone - then disease will rise, productivity will fall, sheep will be traded and disease will spread ay a 
quicker rate across all areas of Aust. 
 
With 3 million sheep in Qld – I wonder how important the Qld trade is – I suspect it is vastly 
overstated and should be only a small consideration in a program.  In SA it is farcical to think that the 
area around Naracoorte/ Keith/ Bordertown/Mt Gambia is anything but an extension of western 
Victoria and treating it so is doomed to a quick and painful conclusion. 
 
Without vaccine we have nothing – industry much give it its due and portray it in its most favourable 
light and support its use and acceptance [ie not transmitting disease] rather than the negativity. 
 
Producers need industry to reward those that conduct good animal health and vaccine use is 
essential tool. 
 
How do you/we do it. 

1. Abattoir surveillance used to assist with [a] area prevalence – assist producers determine 
risk;  [b] notify producers of disease; [c] not used in any regulatory manner 

2. SHS with a simple scoring system eg a bit like AFL scoring – [a] points for vaccination eg 1 – 
AV, 2 – 2nd gen, 3 third gen – these would be prevention points [b] freedom of disease points 
– tested with PFC [or new PCR], abattoir results] 

Very simple – options that producers can see if vaccinated and for how long, if tested and to 
what standard. 
3. Reg Biosecurity Areas – I have no problem if areas are small, vast majority of producers 

understand implications, comply and support others to comply.  I would not see these areas 
being any larger than bushfire brigades – max 50 holdings.  This voting where 51% return 
and 51% agreement is not a workable platform where 74% OF PRODUCERS ARE EITHER NOT 



ENGAGED, DON’T WANT IT OR DON’T CARE – THAT WILL NEVER WORK.  Nor will it be 
accepted by those looking from the outside in a similar way that the EA in many parts of 
NSW [not all] were a joke as no one reported sheep coming in, no one followed up and no 
one reported. 
 
Regards Jim 
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